
 
 

 
Disillusionment takes center stage. 

By Fretsidiq Fekade 
 

 
Out freaking rageous!   Here they come turning into a ridiculed 

personalities. What a cataclysmic political overture being introduced: 
misrepresentation of the people’s  objective reality, nostalgic of the old 
habit-ascension to power by withholding the people’s mandate, etc are of the 
attributes materialized in the scuffle of the kinjit leadership in the past few 
weeks. What is going on brothers and sisters, what is going on here and 
there? Are we letting our people succumb into a grandiose political farce. 
Lately, we have witnessed a hasty political rhetoric echoing in high 
frequency through the mind of score of people amid what is believed to have 
been effective political fight undertaking . We have also seen inadvertently 
the political race between kinjit leadership with repugnant identity. Where 
are we heading to? I thought these two bodies of kinjit were born from the 
same seed espouse same principle and objectivity; or may be I was wrong in 
believing so.  How can we let them pass us unchecked when a dozens of 
them galloping just to maintain self acclaim irrespective of their suffering 
and trials. By principle altruism doesn’t justify reciprocity when it is indeed 
one must pay for the sake of truth. Confinement and incarceration, victory 
and liberty of course are inevitable when one assertively put the profound 
principle in place and enshrine its discipline thus shouldn’t bewilder or take 
us by surprise as to why certain circumstances are prevalent. I don’t even 
grasp the contemporaries hyperbolic expression of patriotism. X and Y are 
patriots because they uphold un wavering courage consistent to the principle 
or just because they are wannabes. In what seems to be an entertainment 
business politics, encapsulate one with names and reputation wouldn’t ease 
up the treacherous condition our people have entrenched into nor induce a 
lasting resolution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

What one must ask at this point of time is what should be done to do 
away with the repressive government of weyane; what are the tools  help 
convey our sentiments and put out the political mayhem in order to establish 
a better political system? How do we stay the course with out trembling , 
and so on. The kinjit leadership engage mainly in peripheral issues and are 
so puny in their responsibility to address prudential elements to the people. 
This doesn’t epitomize just only a lack of vision , but also depicts deficit in 
pious  intelligentsia to apprehend  their misguided and uncalculated race. 
Brothers and sisters, we have witnessed sometime a go the political process 
upheld by many  members of kinjit and the journey they designed was 
incredibly authentic and terrific. So what is happening now is it takes a 
meandering course, a mere wandering with no point of reference-winding, 
twisting and wobbling around are so far the fruits of the experience; a futile 
endeavor. It further darkens the light and hope we all envisioned,  by high 
magnitude further deteriorate people’s innocent mentality. We shouldn’t be 
divided  even though the scandalous rhetoric of the few promulgated 
ostensibly. We should unite with one accord and scrupulous spirit so as to 
squash un orderly conduct tantamount to lengthen our struggle . 
 
 
  The self incriminating combatants of neo-patriotic kinjit leadership 
focus more on winning the heart and mind of an easily-manipulated, myopic, 
and a lap sided supporters than the substance of its own polity. A hell bent 
accusation, defamation, false allegation etc bring about unfathomable 
predicament to its own very existence more than anything else. I cant grasp 
the idiocy hovers around the vicinity of their mental aura to the point where 
I should question the integrity of their moral axioms. Two wrongs cant make 
one right ! isn’t it true? People are being galvanized to make points here and 
there, looking for vantage points to emphatically to destroy the other 
groupies, running ups and downs to groom and recruit supporters. people 
hear me out , what the hell is wrong with these  supposititious cliques . To 
begin with, who gave them the mandate euphorically to do whatever they 
want to do.  
 
 



 
 
 
 

Those who claim to have been a short lived victim of weyane and 
other semblance with little political intellect running the media outlets just to 
get a hold of a status qua must be evacuated from where they dwell in and if 
possible rebuked . For They are not any more than bone and skull to carry 
out a diligent social duties. A purposeful, conscientious citizens must replace 
their slot for a better end thereby perpetuate astounding political system. 
Brothers and sisters, this political incorrectness has been such a cult 
circulating in our veins like a venom ; for that mater, if not put off promptly, 
will kill the spirit believed to have been where kinjit made of in the 
twinkling of an eye. Let us not be swayed away by simple pretentious 
Ethiopiawinet emotion because the fight requires lots of discernment. And 
lets understand the fruit of the spirit ; any spirit that’s not of Ethiopia must 
wither away with its intent. Fight evil and Ethiopia prevails! 
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